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Wrong about WeChat

Executive summary

• Banning WeChat is poor policy: it makes WeChat indispensible to China’s government without affecting at all its 
bottom line. 

• While all apps capture vast amounts of information from their users, WeChat appears to monetise its information 
far less. WeChat may allow the Party access to Americans’ personal and proprietary information. However, there 
appear limits to how easily that information can be obtained and joined in a usable manner.

• WeChat is a very good censorship tool, and a very poor disinformation tool. WeChat’s primary flaw is that it is 
Chinese and popular, but it is also very poorly understood. TikTok, however, is a more useful disinformation tool 
due to its different business model. 

Wrong about WeChat

Every day, 19 million people in the US use the Chinese messaging app 
WeChat. Soon, they will need to find a new way to talk to their family or 
to do business, due to a recent US executive order. 

In this order, US President Trump states that “Like TikTok, WeChat 
automatically captures vast swaths of information from users… 
[and] threatens to allow the Chinese Communist Party access to 
Americans’ personal and proprietary information”. He argues also that 
“WeChat, like TikTok, also reportedly censors content that the Chinese 
Communist Party deems politically sensitive and may also be used for 
disinformation campaigns that benefit the Chinese Communist Party”. 
So, the claims are: Tencent automatically captures data and threatens 
to allow the Party access to it; it censors content; and it may be used 
for disinformation.

This essay assesses Trump’s claims. It finds that while all apps capture 
vast amounts of information from their users, WeChat appears to 
monetise its information far less. WeChat may allow the Party access 
to Americans’ personal and proprietary information, under China’s 
national security laws. However, it is not automatic capture. Rather, 
it is ‘bottom up’, whereby the government requests WeChat’s parent 
company Tencent to capture and censor information, and punishes 
Tencent should it fail to do so. But there are limits to how easily that 
information can be obtained and joined in a usable manner. This leads 
to a complicated relationship between the government and Tencent. 

WeChat is a very good censorship tool, and a very poor disinformation 
tool. That is due to its business model. Tencent, WeChat’s owner needs 
a good relationship with the Chinese government but its revenue 
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mainly comes from games and online business services. WeChat is 
a cost rather than anything that makes money. TikTok on the other 
hand is a potent disinformation tool, should it be used in that manner, 
because feeding people content is how it makes money.  

WeChat’s primary flaw is that it is Chinese and popular, but it is also 
very poorly understood and thus usually discussed with an analogy, 
such as “Facebook of China but with far greater powers”. Hence, 
it is presumed to run like Facebook as a business, and yet also to 
be controlled by the Chinese Communist Party, creating heroic 
assumptions of WeChat’s powers. That is a mistake. 

Instead, an understanding of how censorship and WeChat’s business 
model works points more to the following, far more complex dynamic: 
the Party’s greatest powers are over censorship, using WeChat (and 
other platforms). But at the same point, WeChat is essential not for 
censorship but because it is ubiquitous and hence it is a vital tool to 
provide public services because the government is so fragmented. 
Perhaps in fear of too much power being in WeChat’s hands, the Party 
introduced its own privacy legislation to counter Tencent (and Alibaba, 
its great rival). So at the same time China’s government requests 
WeChat’s censorship, it tries to limit WeChat’s powers by passing strict 
laws to improve consumer privacy. And it threatened how Tencent 
actually makes its money: games and cloud services.

This new US executive order shows the inability of governments 
to grasp adequately how technology functions and what it does to 
people’s lives. Blocking WeChat does not hurt Tencent in the slightest. 
Rather, it shores up the company’s main existential risk, which is 
of the Chinese government shutting it down. Closing WeChat down 
hurts US businesses and the 18 million Americans who use it as a 
communication tool more than anyone else. TikTok, on the other hand, 
will almost certainly have to call time on its US operations, due to its 
different business model. Yet these two apps are treated, wrongly, as 
exactly the same. 

Why focus on WeChat?

Any form of understanding of modern China requires understanding 
the ubiquity and popularity of online ecosystems. Chinese software 
now leads the world: Mobile payments by Chinese consumers, for 
example, was already two hundred sixty times that of the US in 2017.  
And a number of gigantic technology companies emerged. Three 
major private companies run nearly all parts of one’s digital life in 
China, usually called the BAT: (1) Baidu, a search engine, (2) Alibaba, a 
souped-up version of Amazon, and (3) Tencent, which owns WeChat, a 

combination of Facebook, WhatsApp, mobile banking, your daily news 
provider and online shopping mall (if your mall also had a cab rank and 
a cinema). 

Of these tech giants, WeChat is the current target of American ire. 
This is perhaps due to media reports of WeChat’s clout, discussion 
which borders on the breathless (“WeChat is WhatsApp plus Uber 
plus Deliveroo plus Facebook plus online banking, and it is also god’s 
greatest gift to the Chinese surveillance state”).  TikTok we will discuss 
later, but is not as big as WeChat, with its 18 million Daily Average 
Users [“DAU”] in the US alone; in China, that rises to 1.2 billion. 

Usually, claims of WeChat’s perfidy rest on its ties to the government. 
As with all Chinese corporations, Tencent as the owner of WeChat 
must store data pertaining to China within the country, and must 
make that data available to the government should they request it for 
national security or intelligence reasons. 

Big tech companies have data sharing arrangements with the Chinese 
government. The exact terms of these are rarely clear, but there are a 
couple on the public record. Alibaba has signed a formal memorandum 
of understanding with the central government to access court data 
and repayment data in return for Alibaba sharing unspecified data with 
the government in return.  Tencent applied to be listed on a computer 
game data sharing program with the Beijing local government.

Good censor, bad disinformer

In the West, as The Diff’s Byrne Hobart notes, you can tell two stories 
about platforms: a pure technology story, where someone invents a 
better product, and a social/political one, where someone finds a way 
around traditional gatekeepers. 

WeChat’s rise as a platform makes it both. It is a far better product 
than any Western technology. In the past five minutes, I have used it to 
text a friend, buy a movie ticket, check the news, and pay a bill. 

And this usefulness makes it ubiquitous in China, which secures, also, 
WeChat’s place with the government. That is because, above all, the 
government in China is fragmented. There are more than 30 provinces, 
nearly 900 municipalities, and almost 3,000 counties. All of these 
must run their own social services and report back to Beijing. The 
leaders of each of the areas are held accountable for how well they 
carry out these instructions, and they all compete with each other. 
That is great for encouraging economic production, as you in essence 
have 3,000 local governments all focusing on growing, but it is not very 
good for providing public services that work nationwide. 

Also, the government is rarely able to track people. The data to make 
anything work is impossible to gather. Goodhart’s law — “any observed 
statistical regularity will tend to collapse once pressure is placed 
upon it for control purposes” —  is particularly the case in a country 
of China’s size. The slightest piece of bad data can lead to many false 
positives. Creating any form of national system requires that you trust 
your data implicitly – otherwise your courts, police, policy officers, and 
local governments will waste their whole lives chasing shadows. But 
in China, its own head of government is famously on the record saying 
not only that he doesn’t trust China’s GDP figures, but also that he had 
to invent his own version, the Li Keqiang Index.

WeChat is neither fragmented, nor does it have problems with its 
data quality. It has own ubiquitous, unique identification numbers 
for its users. So all its data is global, not local. Private companies 
have far fewer coordination and data matching problems, and their 

1 If you only have homogenous data, then your algorithms will be much poorer. To build a high-quality facial recognition system, for example, you collect many images of faces and then label those 
faces. Machines train themselves by creating statistical models of the differences between labels, and then “learn” for future faces by making a framework based on the statistical model. That 
requires a diverse array of faces and backgrounds. 
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data is much better. Chinese tech giants pay talented researchers, 
have access to more varied data across many more settings. Most 
people interact with their phone dozens of times a day, and with their 
government only a few times per year. 

So, if we take the most fundamental problem of China as being to 
coordinate between different actors, then Tencent is the only body that 
can solve it. By having such a wide array of services and tasks, this 
allows anyone to make a service that will instantly be available to most 
Chinese citizens, a power that the Chinese government lacks. 

Using WeChat

WeChat’s ability to provide services for China’s government means that 
one’s opinion of WeChat often reflects one’s view of China rather than 
one’s assessment of the app itself. WeChat can be used for just about 
everything. It is important to remember that the government services 
WeChat provide improve the life of most all Chinese citizens. Aside 
from whatever individual benefit WeChat may bring to its users, its 
ability to aid government programs also makes it an extraordinary boon 
to China. It helps the central government with tens of millions of anti-
poverty money transfers, acts as the screening app for COVID cases 
(more on that later), is essential for disaster relief… the list is long. 

That said: it is this usefulness and ubiquity that also makes WeChat 
such a potent tool for governments to use to censor conversations. 
Each local government has a standing committee, an executive body 

of all local jurisdictions (see Figure 1 above). Making censorship a task 
for the standing committee makes all local leaders accountable for 
making sure that they were blocking content effectively. And the Hu 
Jintao administration (2002-2012) made these local leaders work with 
internet content companies to regulate information. Rather than the 
government tracking all users and content, and then cracking down on 
them, major companies were all to crack down on users internally.  

Fragmentation means that WeChat doesn’t have 
central control

But the US is presuming that China’s government can pressure 
WeChat, thinking that the government has full control. That is not the 
case. 

Understanding why requires knowing how censorship is to work. As 
internet use boomed in China, content was increasingly provided 
by private companies. So the Hu Jintao administration (2002-2012) 
began the policy that is still in place today: it used internet content 
companies to regulate information. Rather than the government 
tracking all users and content, and then cracking down on them, major 
companies were all to crack down on users internally.  Should they 
fail, then the government would punish them providing spaces for 
“inappropriate content”. 

Tencent alone must have approval of some 11 regulators for its WeChat 

Figure 1: Passing control down from central agencies to local governments
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platform, spread across the central, Guangzhou, and Shenzhen 
governments. Plus it is the most important social service provider for 
the central government. Attempting to shut it down for reasons of 
national security may appear, to the US government, a useful way to 
put pressure on China.

But the US government is focused on the central government, whereas 
censorship will be run and regulated by either a private company or 
the local government, the place where the company was based and 
registered. Different jurisdictions and companies all have their own 
methods and capacity to censor. Whatever method put in place to 
use the internet is not driven by the central government trying to give 
direct orders but rather is the central authorities telling local leaders 
to regulate ministries, state-owned companies and private enterprises, 
which then regulate the content. 

So lower political levels have more space to manoeuvre. Requests and 
data would need to be controlled and run by a local government, who 
would have to approach the company offices in that jurisdiction. And 
that weakens the government’s hold. The Shenzhen local government 
has far less leverage on Tencent than the central government does, 
aiding the tech giants ability to resist influence should they wish. The 
only formal power the Party has on, say, Tencent (maker of WeChat) is 
to try and force all the Party members on the board to vote a certain 
way. (The Party can also insinuate that it changes one’s performance 
evaluation, or promote Party members over non-members, and while 
that undoubtedly occurs in practice, it is not a formally conferred 
power).  

This back and forth between private industries and the government is 
different from the claim that all private companies are solely arms of 
the Chinese government. Rather, the government needs to be strict on 
Tencent enough that they will voluntarily follow orders every time. 

Tencent doesn’t need WeChat

What does Tencent want? As much as we can tell, based on a fairly 
exhaustive set of interviews, business dealings and some large 
datasets, it wants to make a platform, the operating system at the 
heart of all Chinese society. As a true platform, Tencent does not try to 
predict what people want and deliver it for them, it makes it possible 
for other businesses to provide it to them. 

Tencent is also a private business, and its main goal is to make money. 
Here, however, is where the US government appears not to understand 
Tencent, nor WeChat. To oversimplify, the rise of US tech giants such 
as Google and Facebook has come through converting attention and 
eyeballs for money. It relies on the fact that disseminating information 
is now free, that there are far fewer gatekeepers to information 

than before, and that this means that everyone can be a content 
creator. Tech giants want to be the place where people spend time 
and discover information. Then they can make money out of it from 
businesses paying to access people’s attention. 

But WeChat doesn’t do advertising. It makes its money from online 
games, and business services (specifically fintech and cloud services). 
And its greatest fear is not having less users, it is that the Chinese 
government takes away its license to operate.

Tencent has already lost a lot of money from Chinese government 
regulation. In 2018, the Ministry of Culture halted video game releases, 
wiping billions of dollars off Tencent’s stock price. In fintech, Tencent 
Credit was banned from building a credit-scoring scheme and forced 
to use a regulator-created private company. (Tencent is reported as 
refusing to share its data with this government-mandated company in 
late 2019).  

Usually, the most important thing for a private business to do is to 
make money. Being close to the government is a good way to do that. 
Tencent, however, faces a dilemma with WeChat. Should they be seen 
by consumers as too close to the Party, or too boring due to being 
watered down by government regulators, they will become obsolete, 
just like their predecessors. And now, should they be seen by the 
international community as being too close to China, it appears that 
they will be punished. Yet Chinese tech firms, writ large, greatly need 
overseas suppliers, especially US suppliers.  

Tencent’s way around this is not to make money from WeChat. Tencent 
is both a content and service provider based originally on chat. Rather 
than a hub and spoke model where everything goes through a central 
server, WeChat is decentralised allowing anyone to make a mini-
application that they can use to do business, promote services, or chat 
with customers — without needing some sort of App Store approval. 
WeChat does not provide users with a list of accounts, or with search 
results. Users are left entirely on their own to find developers, and vice 
versa. There is no central guide to them, no easy way of making money. 
Rather, you can only find them through your friends. 

WeChat stands in stark contrast to most other technology companies. 
E-commerce apps make, give or take, roughly 40% of their revenue 
from users searching for goods. Else, they make money from business 
advertising. Tencent on the other hand has little e-commerce 
presence, and its advertising arm is struggling against more video-
based rivals (such as TikTok’s Chinese sibling Douyin).  WeChat does 
not provide a search function either: potential buyers can only know a 
store through a friend’s referral or by randomly coming across it.

Tencent appears not to care. Tencent’s CTO uses the analogy of a 
friend: “If WeChat was a person, it would be your best friend based 
on the amount of time you spend on it. So, how could we put an 
advertisement on the face of your best friend?”. 

It is an acquaintance network, where users connect after they 
somehow get to know each other, a great social tool but a terrible way 
to make money. There are two benefits to this: it keeps the government 
onside, and it means that people trust WeChat, which is an enormous 
intangible benefit in China’s current low-trust environment. 

WeChat’s future direction will remain the same: it can invest with the 
people it needs, confident that its ability to drive customers cheaply 
to the business will mean that it only needs to buy a small share. In 
the meantime, Tencent will further expand its financial services and 
increase its gaming portfolio. It is telling that Tencent announced 
a merger of two of its biggest games company investments nearly 
instantly after Trump’s announcement of the Executive Order.
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Why TikTok is different, and what comes next

TikTok has almost the entirely opposite approach to doing business. 
Rather than trying to be your friend, and to allow you to control 
whatever comes into your newsfeed, it instead is trying to let a 
computer be your friend and to find content for you automatically. 
It feeds you information. In order to attract users, it advertises 
extensively, buying ads on other apps that drive you to TikTok. Once 
on the site, it makes it very easy to make and share your own videos. 
And these videos are available to all users, not just to people in your 
friendship network. If it is popular, it is passed on. 

TikTok has a much better business model. TikTok’s product is almost 
perfectly designed for e-commerce: an algorithmic feed can slowly 
guide viewers from entertainment to demand-generation to the 
infomercial itself, then close the sale, all without the user having 
to engage too closely. And as TikTok has become more popular, its 
parent company Bytedance has added a new array of features: search, 
messaging products, productivity apps, etc. 

But, and this is crucial to understanding the difference between the 
two companies and their apps: TikTok is a model we understand 
really well. It is the byproduct of the acquisition of an American 
app by a Chinese company. It was developed from an early stage 
to work with a foreign audience, as opposed to WeChat’s desire to 
be Chinese. ByteDance is owned, in large part, by American and 
Japanese investors, including the endowment funds of major American 
universities. An investigation by The Wire concluded that it “is, in many 
ways, an American-backed company”. 

Compare WeChat and TikTok. WeChat has decentralised content, 
and stories can be shared only among friends and circles. TikTok has 
completely centralised content and the user has no idea which videos 
are picked to be shown and why. Tencent makes very little money from 
WeChat; Tiktok is Bytedance’s main product and its cash cow. 

What this means is relatively simple: the way that China regulates 
WeChat and TikTok means that it would be nearly impossible to launch 
an effective disinformation campaign from WeChat, and fairly simple 
from TikTok, should one choose to.  Cracking down on WeChat merely 
serves to remove its greatest existential threat of being shut down by 
the Chinese government. It is hard to see what can be gained from a 
ban. 

Foreign Policy magazine recently argued that the US plan for China is 
to discourage all Western firms from doing anything with any Chinese 
company by raising the costs of doing business. One way to do that is 
to make it difficult to understand the fundamentals behind any given 
decision. Understanding how WeChat works, and how it is regulated, 
makes it much easier to evaluate the wisdom of banning it — or not. 
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